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Welcome to the IAAND Webinar

Our presentation will begin shortly. Please make 
sure your computer speakers are on and any 

microphone is muted.

As we move through the presentation, please type 
any questions into the chat box. All questions will be 

answered at the end of the presentation.

Your CPE certificate and a short survey will be sent 
out after the webinar.

Striving for Behavior Change 
Inger Neylon, RD APD

Feeling Frustrated? 
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“Throw away 
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Case 
Study

Questions

Wrap up

Inger Neylon, RD APD

• Dietitian specialized in educating and motivating behavioral changes 
in children on issues related to healthy eating, fussy eating, weight 
management and clinical nutrition

• Extensive experience working with children on issues related to 
weight management and healthy eating with past positions including: 

• Paediatric Physicians Organization of Children's (PPOC) Hospital 
Boston – Developed resources and trained  over 250 paediatricians
and their staff in 50 practices

• Optimal Weight for Life program at Children's Hospital in Boston
• Research at Harvard Medical School and at Children's Hospital in the 

area of overweight children and their families 
• Deakin University – Infant Program

• Founder of Foundations Family Nutrition …

Foundations Family Nutrition
• Interactive nutrition education, counseling, 

and consulting center for individuals, entire 
families and companies

• Services reimbursed partially by Medicare 
(care plan) and private health insurance 
and in full by NDIS

• 95% of children with 3 or more visits over 
at least 3 months do well 

• CrEATe Good Food - > 
www.CreateGoodFood.com
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All children and families…
…can benefit from eating healthfully    
regardless of their size. 

Simple and small changes…
…can have a big impact on a child's growth especially 
since their bodies are so small 

Example: 

10 cups =  1000 calories 

or 4200 kJ

Preventive measure
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• Stay focused on the child and talk 
to them

• Do not tell them their weight 
unless they ask

• Do not make ANY comments or 
reactions about weight – negative 
or positive while they are on the 
scale

• Consider getting the weight and 
height at the end of nutrition 
“counseling” sessions

Tips for getting a child's weight
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12

Motivational Interviewing (MI)

A directive, patient-centered counseling 
style for increasing intrinsic motivation by 
helping patients explore and resolve 
ambivalence.

(Miller & Rollnick, 2002)

Understand MI                                                                                                                
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Motivational Interviewing (MI)
• MI is a general approach to motivating behavioral changes

• Different levels of readiness to change their behavior (roll with 
resistance)

• Non-judgmental and non-confrontational

• Help clients think differently about their behavior and ultimately to 
consider what might be gained through change

• Express empathy

• Support personal decision making

Understand MI                                                                                                                

Spirit of MI

Collaborate

Appreciate Ambivalence

Elicit intrinsic motivation

Understand MI                                                                                                                

Avoid “Expert Trap”

Understand MI                                                                                                                
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Basic Principles of MI

1) Express empathy

2) Roll with resistance

3) Develop discrepancy

4) Support self-efficacy

Understand MI                                                                                                                

Listening Skills:  

OARS

• Open Questions

• Affirmation

• Reflective Listening

• Summarization

Understand MI                                                                                                                

Asking Good Questions

• Good eliciting question: 

– A question for which the answer is change 

talk

• Not-so-good question:  

– A question for which the answer is 

resistance (status quo talk)

Understand MI                                                                                                                
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 Staying the 

Same: 

Changing: 

BENEFITS 

OF: 
 Life could 

be better 
 

 

COSTS OF: I have 

problems 
 

 

 

 

 

Change Talk
Understand MI                                                                                                                

Sustain Talk

Status Quo

Understand MI                                                                                                                

Words of Advice

• Avoid the “I” and “Y” words
• “I think…”

• “You should…”

• Neutral language
• “Folks have found…”

• “Others have benefited from…”

• Conditional words
• “Might consider” vs. “ought to,” “should”

Understand MI                                                                                                                
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A way of communicating with an individual or group to 

increase intrinsic motivation to make a change. This is 
done by helping participants explore and resolve 
conflicting current practices with desired outcomes.  

What does it mean to 

motivate? 

Apply MI

Foundations 1-2-3 step mental model 
to  behavioral change

1
• Understand

• unhealthy patient behaviors

2
• Teach

• patients new behaviors

3
• Motivate

• patients to practice and adopt these behaviors
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Employing the right strategies: 
understand, teach, motivate

• Spending a bit of time upfront building rapport 

• “Diagnosis” step 

• Gather information about the child and family’s eating and lifestyle 
habits

• Do not express any judgment or provide feedback to patient when 
gathering information (negative or positive) 

Apply MI

Employing the right strategies: 
understand, teach, motivate

• Careful not to be “leading” in your questions

• If families ask for feedback during this process…

• Ask them to visualize

• Ask questions about other family members

• Identify (and prioritizes) areas for improvement

Apply MI

Employing the right strategies: 
understand, teach, motivate

• Show families information to help them 
understand why it might be good to 
change

• Another excellent way to teach kids is by 
telling stories about other families/kids 
you have worked with (true or fictional)

Apply MI
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Example -
Hunger Control

Apply MI

Hunger control
How do carbohydrates impact the body? 

Time

Blood 

sugar 

level

1. Eat SUGAR

2. Rapid rise 

in sugar

3. Rapid rise in insulin 

reduces sugar

5. Eating starts 

cycle anew 

The Sugar Rollercoaster

• Constant hunger 

causes over-eating

• Increased work for 

pancreas and wear 

and tear

• High/low feelings

Apply MI

Employing the right strategies: 

understand, teach, motivate

• The child and parent are responsible for making choices and 

changes. Your job is to help empower them with the right 

information to make informed choices.

• Try not to TELL the child what to do - rather, your goal is 

almost to “trick” (perhaps a better word is “guide”) the child 

into coming to the conclusion you want them to come on his 

or her own.

• Now that you know ___ ,  is this something you want to 

change?

Apply MI
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Employing the right strategies: 
understand, teach, motivate

• Get child to articulate changes and why 
they want to make the change 

• Help kids and families keep goals 
reasonable and achievable . If you write 
down their goals…

• Bring up obstacles to their goals

Apply MI

Employing the right strategies: 

understand, teach, motivate

• Reinforce a new behavior  with visualization

• Get the child and family to take responsibility

• A common question is how often they are allowed to eat an “unhealthy” food 
…

Apply MI

Most important 
message:

Always finds 
something 

positive in a 
negative and 

help the family 
look forward! 
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Let’s help Tomas (age 8)Nutrition

(Body Mass Index)

Nutrition
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Typical Day - Initial
• Breakfast
- Mini Muffins; low sugar cereal; Waffles (2) + light syrup; Bagel (large) + 

cream cheese
- Water, skim milk or juice

• Snack – Crackers and juice box or water

• Lunch - Brings to school everyday
- Peanut butter sandwich + Grapes + Pita chips + Yogurt and milk

• Afternoon Snack
- Grazes on Graham crackers; Granola bar; Ritz crackers + cheese; banana; 

Drinks juice box or milk (2-3 cups)

• Dinner
- Pizza (cheese) 4 slices; Noodles (2 cups) + meatballs 

Nutrition

Typical Day – After Help 
• Breakfast
- low sugar+ high fiber sugar cereal; Waffles (1) + ½ peanut butter and ½ 

light syrup; English muffin + laughing cow cheese cheese
- Water, 1% milk

• Snack – Cheese or fruit with skin + water

• Lunch - Brings to school everyday
- Peanut butter sandwich + Grapes + veggies with hummus or ranch + milk

• Afternoon Snack
- English muffin pizza, crackers with cheese, ½ sandwich, leftovers or 

“filling” granola bar

• Dinner
- Pizza (cheese) 2 slices + salad; Noodles (1 cups) + meatballs + fruit and 

veggies 

Nutrition

(Body Mass Index)
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We were successful!Nutrition

12 Month 

Treatment Plan
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You are ready!
Understand ∙ Teach ∙ Motivate

Questions/Discussion

Please feel free to contact me for 

additional guidance:

Inger Neylon, RD APD

Foundations Family Nutrition

77 Noble Street, Newtown VIC 3220

inger@foundationsnutrition.com

Thank you for attending!

Your CPE certificate and a short survey will be sent 
out after the webinar. We will also include a link to 

the recording an a PDF of the slides. 

If you have questions, please email Carrie at 
iaand.general@gmail.com

mailto:inger@foundationsnutrition.com
mailto:iaand.general@gmail.com

